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Chapter Goals
• Understand bridging in a mixed Ethernet and Token Ring environment.

• Describe the differences between source-route transparent and translational bridging.

• List some of the challenges of translational bridging.

Mixed-Media Bridging

Background
Transparent bridges are found predominantly in Ethernet networks, and source-route bridges (SRB
found almost exclusively in Token Ring networks. Both transparent bridges and SRBs are popular
is reasonable to ask whether a method exists to directly bridge between them. Several solutions
evolved.

Translational bridging provides a relatively inexpensive solution to some of the many problems invo
with bridging between transparent bridging and SRB domains. Translational bridging first appear
the mid- to late-1980s but has not been championed by any standards organization. As a result, 
aspects of translational bridging are left to the implementor.

In 1990, IBM addressed some of the weaknesses of translational bridging by introducing source
transparent (SRT) bridging. SRT bridges can forward traffic from both transparent and source-rout
nodes and can form a common spanning tree with transparent bridges, thereby allowing end stati
each type to communicate with end stations of the same type in a network of arbitrary topology. SR
specified in the IEEE 802.1d Appendix C.

Ultimately, the goal of connecting transparent bridging and SRB domains is to allow communicat
between transparent bridges and SRB end stations. This chapter describes the technical problem
must be addressed by algorithms attempting to do this and presents two possible solutions: transla
bridging and SRT bridging.

Translation Challenges
Many challenges are associated with allowing end stations from the Ethernet/transparent bridgin
domain to communicate with end stations from the SRB/Token Ring domain:
24-1
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• Incompatible bit ordering —Although both Ethernet and Token Ring support 48-bit Media Acce
Control (MAC) addresses, the internal hardware representation of these addresses differs. In a
bit stream representing an address, Token Ring considers the first bit encountered to be the
high-order bit of a byte. Ethernet, on the other hand, considers the first bit encountered to be
low-order bit. The Ethernet format is referred to as canonical format, and the Token Ring meth
noncanonical. To translate between canonical and noncanonical formats, the translational br
reverses the bit order for each byte of the address. For example, an Ethernet address of
0C-00-01-38-73-0B (canonical) translates to an address of 30-00-80-1C-CE-D0 (noncanonica
Token Ring.

• Embedded MAC addresses—In some cases, MAC addresses actually are carried in the data por
of a frame. The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), a popular protocol in Transmission Con
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) networks, for example, places hardware addresses in the
portion of a link layer frame. Conversion of addresses that might or might not appear in the d
portion of a frame is difficult because these must be handled on a case-by-case basis. IPX a
embeds Layer 2 addresses in the data portion of some frames. Translational bridges should
resequence the bit order of these embedded addresses, too. Many protocols respond to the 
addresses embedded in the protocol rather than in the Layer 2 headers. Therefore, the transl
bridge must resequence these bytes as well, or the device will not be capable of responding
correct MAC address.

• Incompatible maximum transfer unit (MTU) sizes—Token Ring and Ethernet support different
maximum frame sizes. Ethernet’s MTU is approximately 1500 bytes, whereas Token Ring fra
can be much larger. Because bridges are not capable of frame fragmentation and reassembly, p
that exceed the MTU of a given network must be dropped.

• Handling of frame-status bit actions—Token Ring frames include three frame-status bits: A, C
and E. The purpose of these bits is to tell the frame’s source whether the destination saw the
(A bit set), copied the frame (C bit set), or found errors in the frame (E bit set). Because Ethe
does not support these bits, the question of how to deal with them is left to the Ethernet-Token
bridge manufacturer.

• Handling of exclusive Token Ring functions—Certain Token Ring bits have no corollary in
Ethernet. For example, Ethernet has no priority mechanism, whereas Token Ring does. Other
Ring bits that must be thrown out when a Token Ring frame is converted to an Ethernet fram
include the token bit, the monitor bit, and the reservation bits.

• Handling of explorer frames—Transparent bridges do not inherently understand what to do w
SRB explorer frames. Transparent bridges learn about the network’s topology through analys
the source address of incoming frames. They have no knowledge of the SRB route-discovery
process.

• Handling of routing information field (RIF) information within Token Ring frames —The SRB
algorithm places routing information in the RIF field. The transparent-bridging algorithm has 
RIF equivalent, and the idea of placing routing information in a frame is foreign to transparen
bridging.

• Incompatible spanning-tree algorithms—Transparent bridging and SRB both use the
spanning-tree algorithm to try to avoid loops, but the particular algorithms employed by the t
bridging methods are incompatible.

• Handling of frames without route information—SRBs expect all inter-LAN frames to contain
route information. When a frame without a RIF field (including transparent bridging configurat
and topology-change messages, as well as MAC frames sent from the transparent-bridging do
arrives at an SRB bridge, it is ignored.
24-2
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Translational Bridging
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Translational Bridging
Because there has been no real standardization in how communication between two media types
occur, no single translational bridging implementation can be called correct. This section describ
several popular methods for implementing translational bridging.

Translational bridges reorder source and destination address bits when translating between Ethern
Token Ring frame formats. The problem of embedded MAC addresses can
be solved by programming the bridge to check for various types of MAC addresses,
but this solution must be adapted with each new type of embedded MAC address. Some
translational-bridging solutions simply check for the most popular embedded addresses. If
translational-bridging software runs in a multiprotocol router, the router can successfully route th
protocols and avoid the problem entirely.

The RIF field has a subfield that indicates the largest frame size that can be accepted
by a particular SRB implementation. Translational bridges that send frames from the
transparent-bridging domain to the SRB domain usually set the MTU size field to 1500 bytes to limi
size of Token Ring frames entering the transparent-bridging domain. Some hosts cannot correct
process this field, in which case translational bridges are forced to drop those frames that excee
Ethernet’s MTU size.

Bits representing Token Ring functions that have no Ethernet corollary typically are thrown out b
translational bridges. For example, Token Ring’s priority, reservation, and monitor bits (contained in
access-control byte) are discarded. Token Ring’s frame status bits (contained in the byte followin
ending delimiter, which follows the data field) are treated differently depending on the bridge
manufacturer. Some bridge manufacturers simply ignore the bits. Others have the bridge set the C
indicate that the frame has been copied) but not the A bit (which indicates that the destination st
recognizes the address). In the former case, a Token Ring source node determines whether the f
sent has become lost. Proponents of this approach suggest that reliability mechanisms, such as
tracking of lost frames, are better left for implementation in Layer 4 of the OSI model. Proponent
setting the C bit contend that this bit must be set to track lost frames but that the A bit cannot be
because the bridge is not the final destination.

Translational bridges can create a software gateway between the two domains. To the SRB end st
the translational bridge has a ring number and a bridge number associated with it, so it looks like
standard SRB. The ring number, in this case, actually reflects the entire transparent-bridging doma
the transparent-bridging domain, the translational bridge is another transparent bridge.

When bridging from the SRB domain to the transparent-bridging domain, SRB information is remo
RIFs usually are cached for use by subsequent return traffic. When bridging from the transparen
bridging to the SRB domain, the translational bridge can check the frame to see if it has a unicas
destination. If the frame has a multicast or broadcast destination, it is sent into the SRB domain 
spanning-tree explorer. If the frame has a unicast address, the translational bridge looks up the
destination in the RIF cache. If a path is found, it is used, and the RIF information is added to the fr
otherwise, the frame is sent as a spanning-tree explorer.

Figure 24-1 shows a mix of Token Ring and Ethernet, with a translational bridge interconnecting
Token Ring to the Ethernet. A unicast transfer sourced by station 1 on the Token Ring to station 2 o
Ethernet segment passes through two bridges. Station 1 generates a frame with a RIF that lists
Ring1-Bridge1-Ring2-Bridge2-Ring3 as the path. Note that Ring3 is really the Ethernet segment
Station 1 does not know that Station 2 is on Ethernet. When station 2 responds to station 1, it gen
a frame without a RIF. Bridge 2, the translational bridge, notices the destination MAC address (st
1), inserts a RIF in the frame, and forwards it toward station 1.
24-3
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Figure 24-1 A Network to Demonstrate a Unicast Transfer Between a Token Ring and an
Ethernet-Attached Station

Because the two spanning-tree implementations are not compatible, multiple paths between the SR
the transparent-bridging domains typically are not permitted. Figures 24-2 through 24-4 illustrate fr
conversions that can take place in translational bridging.

Figure 24-2 illustrates the frame conversion between IEEE 802.3 and Token Ring. The destinatio
source addresses (DASA), service-access point (SAP), Logical Link Control (LLC) information, a
data are passed to the corresponding fields of the destination frame. The destination and source a
bits are reordered. When bridging from IEEE 802.3 to Token Ring, the length field of the IEEE 80
frame is removed. When bridging from Token Ring to IEEE 802.3, the access-control byte and the
are removed. The RIF can be cached in the translational bridge for use by return traffic.

Figure 24-2 Four Fields Remain the Same in Frame Conversion Between IEEE 802.3 and Token Ring

Figure 24-3 illustrates the frame conversion between Ethernet Type II and Token Ring Subnetwo
Access Protocol (SNAP). (SNAP adds vendor and type codes to the Data field of the Token Ring fra
The destination and source addresses, type information, and data are passed to the correspondin
of the destination frame, and the DASA bits are reordered. When bridging from Token Ring SNA
Ethernet Type II, the RIF information, SAP, LLC information, and vendor code are removed. The
can be cached in the translational bridge for use by return traffic. When bridging from Ethernet Typ
to Token Ring SNAP, no information is removed.

Ring 3 

St tion 1

Translation
bridge

DASA Length SAP Control Data

DASA RIF SAP Control DataACFC

IEEE 802.3

Token Ring
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Source-Route Transparent Bridging
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Figure 24-3 Three Fields Remain the Same in Frame Conversion Between Ethernet Type II and Token
Ring SNAP

Figure 24-4 illustrates the frame conversion between Ethernet Type II 0x80D5 format and Token R
(Ethernet Type II 0x80D5 carries IBM SNA data in Ethernet frames.) The DASA, SAP, LLC
information, and data are passed to the corresponding fields of the destination frame, and the desti
and source address bits are reordered. When bridging from Ethernet Type II 0x80D5 to Token Rin
Type and 80D5 Header fields are removed. When bridging from Token Ring to Ethernet Type II 0x80
the RIF is removed. The RIF can be cached in the translational bridge for use by return traffic.

Figure 24-4 Four Fields Remain the Same in Frame Conversion Between Ethernet Type II 0x80D5
Format and Token Ring

Source-Route Transparent Bridging
SRT bridges combine implementations of the transparent-bridging and SRB algorithms. SRT bridge
the routing information indicator (RII) bit to distinguish between frames employing SRB and fram
employing transparent bridging. If the RII bit is 1, a RIF is present in the frame, and the bridge use
SRB algorithm. If the RII bit is 0, a RIF is not present, and the bridge uses transparent bridging.

As with translational bridges, SRT bridges are not perfect solutions to the problems of mixed-me
bridging. SRT bridges still must deal with the Ethernet/Token Ring incompatibilities described ea
SRT bridging is likely to require hardware upgrades to SRBs to allow them to handle the increas
burden of analyzing every packet. Software upgrades to SRBs also might be required. Furthermo
environments of mixed SRT bridges, transparent bridges, and SRBs, source routes chosen must tr
whatever SRT bridges and SRBs are available. The resulting paths potentially can be substantia
inferior to spanning-tree paths created by transparent bridges. Finally, mixed SRB/SRT bridging
networks lose the benefits of SRT bridging, so users feel compelled to execute a complete cutover t
bridging at considerable expense. Still, SRT bridging permits the coexistence of two incompatible
environments and allows communication between SRB and transparent-bridging end nodes.

Ethernet Type II

Token Ring
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DASA RIF SAP TypeControlACFC Data

Data

Vendor code
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Review Questions
Q—Translational bridging addresses several issues when interconnecting different media types su
Ethernet and Token Ring. List and describe four of the methods described in the chapter.

A—Answer is in the text and does not need to be restated.

Q—One of the challenges of translational bridging is the reordering of bits whenever a frame mo
from an Ethernet to a Token Ring segment. If an Ethernet station targets a Token Ring station wi
destination MAC address of 00-00-0C-11-22-33 (canonical format), what would the MAC address
like on Token Ring (noncanonical format)?

A—To convert the address between canonical and noncanonical format, invert each byte of the ad
For example, the third octet (0x0C) looks in binary like 00001100. Reversing the bit order produc
00110000. This translates to a hex value of 0x30. Doing this for each byte of the address produc
noncanonical address of 00-00-30-88-44-CC.

Q—Can a translational bridge work for all Ethernet and Token Ring networks and protocols?

A—Not necessarily. For a translational bridge to correctly translate all pertinent fields in the frame
bridge must understand the protocol format. Therefore, if the bridge does not understand the pro
it will not make all changes, breaking the protocol.

Q—What is the difference between a source-route bridge and a source-route transparent bridge?

A—A source-route transparent bridge understands both source-route frames and transparently b
frames. Therefore, it bridges frames both with and without a RIF field. A pure source-route bridg
the other hand, can forward frames only if the frame contains a RIF.

For More Information
Clark, Kennedy, and Kevin Hamilton.CCIE Professional Development: Cisco LAN Switching.
Indianapolis: Cisco Press, 1999.

Perlman, Radia.Interconnections, Second Edition: Bridges, Routers, Switches, and Internetworkin
Protocols. Boston: Addison Wesley, 1999.
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